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Abstract
Objective. Coils designed for transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) must incorporate trade-offs
between the required electrical power or energy, focality and depth penetration of the induced
electric field (E-field), coil size, and mechanical properties of the coil, as all of them cannot be
optimally met at the same time. In multi-locus TMS (mTMS), a transducer consisting of several
coils allows electronically targeted stimulation of the cortex without physically moving a coil. In
this study, we aimed to investigate the relationship between the number of coils in an mTMS
transducer, the focality of the induced E-field, and the extent of the cortical region within which
the location and orientation of the maximum of the induced E-field can be controlled. Approach.
We applied convex optimization to design planar and spherically curved mTMS transducers of
different E-field focalities and analyzed their properties. We characterized the trade-off between the
focality of the induced E-field and the extent of the cortical region that can be stimulated with an
mTMS transducer with a given number of coils. Main results. At the expense of the E-field focality,
one can, with the same number of coils, design an mTMS transducer that can control the location
and orientation of the peak of the induced E-field within a wider cortical region. Significance. With
E-fields of moderate focality, the problem of electronically targeted TMS becomes considerably
easier compared with highly focal E-fields; this may speed up the development of mTMS and the
emergence of new clinical and research applications.

1. Introduction
Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) is a noninvasive brain stimulation method for diagnostics,
therapy, and research [1]. TMS is typically administered with a round [2] or figure-of-eight [3] coil.
Deng et al demonstrated that there exists a trade-off
between the focality and penetration of the induced
electric field (E-field) [4]. Coils with optimal tradeoffs between the E-field focality, E-field penetration, and stimulation energy can be designed computationally [5]. The most focal and least focal
E-fields require the highest magnetic energies in
the coil [6]. There is also a trade-off between the
coil size and mechanical integrity, with the smallest coils being most susceptible to breaking during
stimulation [7, 8].

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by IOP Publishing Ltd

In multi-locus TMS (mTMS), the stimulation is
administered with a transducer consisting of several
coils that allow controlling the induced E-field pattern electronically [9, 10]. This enables one to stimulate neighboring cortical areas with millisecond-scale
interstimulus intervals [11] and to implement closedloop stimulation paradigms [12, 13]. TMS applications in which multiple nodes of a cortical network
are stimulated in rapid succession, e.g. to study causal
interactions in functional networks [14] or to administer therapy [15], may benefit from the ability to target specific cortical sites relatively far apart. An ideal
mTMS transducer would allow controlling the E-field
within a wide cortical region but contain only a small
number of coils, as each coil requires an electronic
circuit to drive current through its windings. A large
coil set becomes problematic also if windings need to
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be stacked on top of each other. In this case, the furthermost coils would require excessive current amplitudes due to their suboptimal coupling to the brain
[6, 9]. Previously described mTMS transducers are
sufficient for controlling the stimulation within an
approximately 30-mm-diameter region [9, 10]; however, many applications would benefit from a larger
targeting region.
We investigated how the required number of coils
in an mTMS transducer depends on the focality of the
induced E-field and the extent of the cortical region
within which the location and orientation of the maximum of the induced E-field can be controlled. We
aimed to find a practical mTMS transducer design
that would allow targeted cortical stimulation within
a relatively large region. We hypothesized that by
reducing the focality of the E-field, one can, with a
fixed number of coils, control the location of its peak
and its orientation within a wider cortical region.

2. Methods
We modeled the human cortex as a spherical 70-mmradius surface (12 995 points on the surface) and evaluated planar and spherically curved transducer geometries (figure 1(A)). We selected these geometries
because planar transducers are easy to manufacture
and fit all head shapes, whereas the curved transducer
geometry allowed us to address the theoretical limits
for transducers designed to follow the individual scalp
shape. In this study, the transducer geometry refers
to the overall transducer shape defined by the surface on which the coil windings reside (figure 1(A));
the coil winding patterns on these surfaces were
designed by applying an optimization procedure. The
windings of the planar transducer were assumed to
lie on a 300-mm-diameter disc (3740-node triangular mesh), with its center 20 mm above the cortex.
The windings of the curved transducer were constrained to the upper half of a 90-mm-radius sphere
(3047 nodes) concentric with the spherical cortex
model.
With both transducer geometries, we aimed to
have full control of the location and direction of the
induced E-field maximum within a cortical region
below the transducer. Thus, we defined a set of 1276
target locations on the cortex (figure 1(B)). These targets were distributed on 20 concentric rings and at
the center of the rings, which was on the axis of symmetry of the coil surfaces. The outermost ring had an
87-mm diameter measured along the cortical surface;
on each ring, the distance between adjacent points
matched the distance between the rings. At each target location, we considered only three E-field orientations (0◦ , 60◦ , and 120◦ ), as a transducer capable of
generating an E-field in all these directions can produce also intermediate E-field orientations by simultaneous activation of the coils.
2

To control the focality of the induced E-fields,
we limited the extent of the region √
within which the
E-field magnitude could exceed 1/ 2 ≈ 71% of the
E-field magnitude at the target. To define this region,
we first constructed an ellipse with a 3/2 ratio of
its axes (figure 1(C)), as commercial coils produce
E-field shapes close to this ratio [16] and minimumenergy coils tend to have E-field shapes with approximately a 3/2–2/1 aspect ratio [6]. We then placed the
ellipse so that the points at the end of its minor axes
were on the cortex, and finally projected the ellipse to
the nearest points of the cortical surface (figure 1(C)).
The direction of the longitudinal focality axis coincided with the direction of the E-field maximum.
Outside the projected ellipse, the E-field magnitude
was required to be less than 71% of the maximum.
We investigated eight different E-field focalities by
varying the width of the projected ellipse from 20 to
67 mm in 6.7-mm steps measured along the cortical
surface. The diameter of the focal region along the
direction of the E-field ranged from 30 to 100 mm
in 10-mm steps. We refer to these focalities as Focality 20–30, Focality 27–40, …, and Focality 67–100, in
which the two values refer to the width and length
of the elliptical constraint region of a single stimulus,
respectively.
For each of the 30 624 target E-field profiles (1276
targets locations × 3 orientations × 8 focalities),
we searched for the surface current densities on the
planar and spherical-cap coil surfaces that produced
the desired E-field pattern with the minimum energy
by solving a convex optimization problem [6, 17]. For
each surface current density, we defined the energy
as the magnetic field energy to induce a 100 V/m
E-field at the target with a linear 100-µs current rise
time. We extracted a subset of the solutions corresponding to the locations that were within a cortical
region of a given diameter (i.e. a subset of the target rings shown in figure 1(B)). For each focality
and both coil surfaces, the optimized current patterns
were collected into a matrix whose columns represented the surface current density vectors. Then, each of
these matrices was processed with the singular value
decomposition (SVD) to obtain the left singular vectors describing possible coils of an mTMS transducer
[9]. From each singular-vector set, we extracted the
first vectors explaining 95% of the variance in the original coil set; their linear combinations would allow
approximating any of the original optimized current
density patterns [9]. Finally, coil winding paths were
obtained as isolines of the optimized surface current density [18]. Note that a surface current density can be discretized into coils with different numbers of turns, the optimal number being dependent
on many parameters, e.g. the electronics driving the
coil and manufacturing constraints. In our illustrations, we have drawn the coils with such a number of turns that the winding patterns are easy to
interpret.
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Figure 1. Optimization geometry. (A) The 70-mm-radius cortical surface (desaturated red), the spherical-cap coil surface (blue),
and the planar coil surface (gray). (B) The target locations of the E-field maximum (black dots) on the cortical surface
(desaturated red). (C) An illustration of the elliptical constraint region to control the E-field focality. An ellipse with a 3/2 aspect
ratio (red) touches the cortex (desaturated red) at the end of its minor axes. The ellipse is projected to the cortex, with the
projection path shown in blue. The green arrow illustrates the direction and location of the E-field maximum. The black lines are
drawn along the projected minor and major axes of the ellipse.

3. Results
3.1. Single-coil optimization
Figure 2(A) shows the required stimulation energy
of an optimized coil (or surface current density) as
a function of the target location. With the sphericalcap coil, the stimulation energy for a given focality
was found to be almost constant for all targets since
the coil surface covered all targets similarly (i.e. all
targets had the same coil–target distance and a wide
amount of coil surface in all directions above them).
With the planar coil, the required energy grew rapidly with an increasing distance between the target
and the location directly below the transducer center. This growth in the stimulation energy was due
to the increasing distance between the coil windings and the cortical target. As expected, for a given
target, the required energy decreased when reducing the required E-field focality. There was, however, practically no difference between the five least
focal E-field shapes with the spherical-cap coils, for
which the curves in figure 2(A) overlap, or the Focality 60–90 and Focality 67–100 planar-coil E-fields,
for which the curves in figure 2(A) follow each other
closely. This is because with the least focal constraint
regions the optimization was able to generate E-fields
with the globally optimal focality; E-fields more focal
or broader than this optimum would require more
energy [6]. We also observe that all planar coils
3

required more energy than the corresponding spherical coils, as theoretically shown by Koponen et al
[6]. The most focal E-fields studied (Focality 20–30)
required over 200 J (or over 100%) more energy than
the other E-fields focalities, which would make such
highly focal E-fields relatively difficult to produce in
practice.
As an example, figure 2(B) shows coil windings
obtained as isolines of the optimized planar surface current density and the corresponding E-field
(Focality 40–60) when the stimulation target was on
top of the cortex and 20 mm away from that point
(with a 60◦ -rotated E-field). For the stimulation of
the topmost point, the energy optimization produced
a symmetrical figure-of-eight coil as expected [17],
whereas the translated target was optimally stimulated with an asymmetric coil.
3.2. Optimized mTMS transducers
Figure 3 shows how the required number of coils
in an optimized mTMS transducer increased as
a function of the cortical target region and the
explained variance. We observe, for example, that
for Focality 40–60, five coils were sufficient to have
95% of the variance explained for a 43.5-mmdiameter target region for both transducer geometries (figures 3(E) and (F)). For Focality 40–60, the
planar and spherical-cap transducers required 13 and
11 coils, respectively, to stimulate anywhere within
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Figure 2. Single-coil optimization. (A) Magnetic field energy of the optimized single-coil surface current density patterns for
planar (dashed blue lines) and spherical (solid red lines) coil geometries. The horizontal axis shows the distance along the cortical
surface from the point below the transducer center to the target location. The annotations next to the curves indicate the focality
they correspond to. The curves corresponding to the least focal E-fields in the spherical coil geometry are left unannotated.
(B) Windings (top) in the planar coil geometry corresponding to the optimized E-field (bottom) with Focality 40–60 when the
target is directly below the center of the coil surface (left) and 20 mm away from that location with the E-field rotated by 60◦
(right). The disk behind the windings illustrates the planar coil surface. Black and green windings represent clockwise and
counterclockwise currents, respectively. The red arrows indicate the direction of the coil current and the induced E-field for a
rising current.

the whole 87-mm-diameter target region (with the
95% variance threshold). Note, however, that for
the planar geometry, the energy required to stimulate with that focality near the borders of the target region would be about fourfold compared to
the energy required at the central region (figure 2).
Figures 3(I) and (J) shows that for a transducer inducing less focal E-fields (Focality 67–100) the size of the
available target region grew drastically. For example,
with that focality, five coils would allow controlling
the E-field maximum within cortical regions of 61
and 70 mm in diameter with planar and spherically
shaped transducers, respectively (with the 95% variance threshold). Alternatively, the number of coils
needed to control the E-field maximum within a
given region could be reduced with less focal E-fields.
From figure 3 we also notice that for a similar performance (E-field focality and control region size) a
spherical-cap transducer required fewer coils than a
planar transducer.
Figure 4 shows examples of mTMS transducer
windings and corresponding E-field distributions.
In figure 4(A), we show a planar five-coil transducer with Focality 33–50 able to control the peak
E-field within a 35-mm-diameter cortical target
area (with 95% explained variance). This transducer
has properties close to previously described fivecoil mTMS transducers [9, 10]. In figure 4(B), we
show a planar transducer that can control the location and orientation of the peak E-field within a
61-mm-diameter cortical region (Focality 67–100).
4

According to figure 2(A), at the borders of the cortical target region, this transducer would require only
about 50% more energy than at a target below the
transducer center.

4. Discussion
We analyzed the trade-off between the focality of
the induced E-field and the extent of the cortical
region that can be stimulated with an mTMS transducer consisting of a given number of coils. One may
use this trade-off, e.g. to design a planar five-coil
mTMS transducer that can stimulate within a 60mm-diameter cortical region. Such a region would be
considerably larger than the cortical region available
for previously described five-coil mTMS transducers
able to stimulate within a 30-mm-diameter region
with more focal E-fields [9, 10]. For a sphericalcap transducer able to control the stimulation target within an 87-mm-diameter region, the number
of coils required dropped from 25 to 7 when the
accepted E-field 71%-amplitude width was increased
from 27 to 67 mm (figure 3). This is a substantial reduction in the requirements of the stimulator
electronics and in the complexity of the coil windings. We foresee that for some applications, it may
be useful to design a transducer for which the available E-field focality varies as a function of the target
location. For example, one may envision an mTMS
transducer that can induce highly focal E-fields in
a central region and broader E-fields in the border
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Figure 3. Number of coils needed in optimized mTMS transducers. The panels show data for spherical-cap (red) and planar
(dashed blue) transducers with Focality 27–40 (A) and (B), Focality 33–50 (C) and (D), Focality 40–60 (E) and (F), Focality
53–80 (G) and (H), Focality 67–100 (I) and (J), respectively. The dotted gray line indicates the 95% explained variance threshold.
The numbers next to the curves indicate the number of coils they correspond to. The data are plotted for transducers with 5–25
coils, as 25 coils allowed to reach the threshold of 95% of explained variance with all target-region sizes in all the visualized cases
except for panel (B). In panels (B) and (D), the curves are cut at 61 and 83 mm, respectively, beyond which the required magnetic
field energy exceeded 900 J.

regions. Such a transducer would allow implementing stimulation paradigms in which nearby targets in
the central region are stimulated with highly focal Efields providing the required level of specificity, while
distant targets could be stimulated efficiently with
broader E-fields.
The required level of E-field focality in TMS
applications is uncertain. For example, presurgical
cortical mapping [19, 20] might benefit from highly
focal E-fields. For other applications, e.g. treatment
of major depression or stroke rehabilitation [21], it
is more difficult to predict the best E-field focality.
It may well be that future TMS researchers will have
the option to select an mTMS transducers that best
suits their needs, choosing between transducers capable of inducing the most focal E-fields within limited
cortical regions and transducers with broader E-fields
for larger cortical regions.
5

The E-fields resulting from the optimization were
typically more focal than the elliptical constraint
regions required. Mostly, the strongest (>71% of
the maximum) E-field occurred within the whole
length (i.e. along the major axis) of the elliptical
constraint region, but in the perpendicular direction the distribution was narrower than the constraint, which allowed the optimization to reach the
global minimum-energy solution. This was expected, given that E-field shapes with approximately a
3/2–2/1 aspect ratio require the lowest energies [6].
Spherical-cap transducers required less stimulation energy and could cover larger cortical areas than
planar transducers. This was due to the matching
shapes of the spherical cap and the cortex, which kept
the coil–cortex distance small. With the planar-coil
geometry, the increasing coil–cortex distance towards
the border regions made it impossible to efficiently
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Figure 4. Five-coil mTMS transducer designs. A planar five-coil mTMS transducer for controlling the peak E-field within
(A) a 35-mm-diameter cortical target region with Focality 33–50 E-fields and (B) a 61-mm-diameter cortical target region with
Focality 67–100 E-fields. Left: the coil set placed tangential to the scalp. Right: the coil windings and the corresponding E-fields.
Black and green windings represent clockwise and counterclockwise currents, respectively. The red arrows indicate the direction
of coil current and the induced E-field for a rising current.

stimulate distant targets. This superiority of the
spherical-cap geometry agrees with earlier theoretical
results [6]. Planar transducers, however, are easy to
manufacture and fit all head shapes.
The SVD processing of the single-coil surface current densities applied in this study produces coils
that cover practically the whole available coil surface
(see figure 4 for examples) [9]. As these coils would
need to be stacked on top of each other, the maximum number of coils in such a transducer is limited
in practice to less than about ten coils, as otherwise the topmost coils would have very poor coupling to the brain. For mTMS transducers with a larger number of coils, one may apply, e.g. the varimax rotation [22] to obtain a coil set that could
be built with a few layers, as suggested by Koponen
et al [9]. Such coil sets would contain partly overlapping near-round coils, with some characteristics in
common to multi-coil TMS arrays suggested earlier
[23–25].
Given that we analyzed the transducer properties
only with simulations, our findings and the proposed
transducers should be validated experimentally. In
the present study, the transducers were designed with
the help of a generic spherical head model, which
generalizes over individual brain anatomies, simplifying the optimization [6, 9, 17, 26]. However, when
designing a curved transducer to be built, its geometry should preferably be based on the curvature
6

of the scalp above the cortical target region to
maximize the stimulation efficiency [6, 17]. When
an mTMS transducer is applied for brain stimulation, the E-fields are preferably calculated based on
the individual cortical anatomy [10], regardless of the
model applied in the transducer design, as E-field
patterns in a realistic cortical geometry are rather
complex [10, 27].

5. Conclusion
When designing an mTMS transducer, one should
carefully evaluate and specify the desired level of
E-field focality, as there is a trade-off between focality and the required number of coils needed to control the peak E-field within a given cortical region.
Also, more focal E-fields require more energy than
less focal ones. Ideally, mTMS transducers would also
be designed to follow the scalp shape as closely as possible, as that results in benefits in the energy and the
number of coils needed. In conclusion, with less focal
E-fields, the problem of electronically targeted TMS
eases considerably.
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